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Thursday, April 20 

1 p.m. 
APRN annual meeting 
APM TV Studio

7:30 p.m. 
Alaska Press Club Pub Quiz
Brown Bag Sandwich Co. 535 W 3rd Ave.

Friday, April 21

11 a.m. 
Hearken meet-up 
UAA Journalism Classroom

12:15 – 1:15 p.m. 
Online News Association - Alaska meetup lunch
UAA TV Studio

6 – 8  p.m. 
Panel: Wait a Minute?! Truth & trust in 
journalism and civil discourse
49th State Brewing Co. 717 W 3rd Ave.

8 p.m.– Midnight
The Crude afterparty 
Brown Bag Sandwich Co. 535 W 3rd Ave. 

Saturday, April 22

9 a.m. 
Alaska Press Club board meeting 
UAA Rasmuson 117

11:30 a.m. – 12:45 p.m.
“Beyond Standing Rock” screening & lunch 
UAA Rasmuson Hall 101 

Wait a minute?! Trivia time - lunch edition 
UAA Student Union Den

6 p.m. 
Cocktail hour with Thompson & Co. 
Williwaw 609 F Street

7 p.m.
Awards celebration 
Williwaw 609 F Street

Quick look at happenings!

Alaska Press Club Conference

PUB 
QUIZ

THIS IS A 21+ EVENT.

Trivia Events!



8:15 – 8:45 a.m.
Doors open
Register for the conference, get some breakfast and 
hot drinks and warm up for training. APM TV Studio

8:45 – 9 a.m.
Welcomes, introductions and announcements
Meet your fellow public radio/media reporters. 
APM TV Studio 
 
9 – 10 a.m. 
Making news stories ‘pop’ on the radio and 
smartphone
NPR’s Kirk Siegler will discuss how to take seemingly 
routine local issues and daily news stories and turn 
them into compelling radio and web-only pieces. The 
focus is on story structure, interviewing and sound-
gathering techniques. APM TV Studio 
 
10:15 – 11 a.m.
Upping your game
Tips and tricks for making better radio right where you 
are. Trust us, we’ve been there: assembly meetings, 
fish numbers, planning commissions...We’ll discuss 
strategies to produce better — and more fun! — sto-
ries in the smallest newsroom and the grindiest of 
grinds. Plus, how to pitch national outlets and use the 
network to find more support. Bring your questions! 
With Rachel Waldholz from Alaska’s Energy Desk and 
Alaska Public Media’s Zachariah Hughes. 
APM TV Studio 
 
11:15 a.m. - Noon
Reporter ethics in the social media/Trump era
Alaska Public Media’s Lori Townsend and KCAW 
News Director Robert Woolsey discuss objectivity, 
Facebook posts and related issues. APM TV Studio 
 
Audition basics and tricks small group
Alaska Public Media’s Dave Waldron helps you boost 
your sound recording and editing skills. Sign up by 
emailing ed@coastalaska.org. Green Room

Story coaching with NPR’s Kirk Siegler 
This session is full. Conference Room

Story Coaching with Jennifer Pemberton
Sign up by emailing ed@coastalaska.org. APM Office
 
Noon – 12:45 p.m.
Lunch (provided). APM TV Studio 

1 – 1:45 p.m.
APRN annual meeting 
A network update and discussion with Alaska Public 
Media’s Lori Townsend, Andrew Kitchenman and Liz 
Ruskin and Annie Feidt from Alaska’s Energy Desk. 
APM TV Studio 

Story Coaching with NPR’s Kirk Siegler 
This session is full. Green Room
 
2 – 2:50 p.m.
Collaborate! 
We already work together, but we could do more. Ex-
amples, ideas and general discussion of better ways 
to communicate and collaborate to improve reporting 
and save time with CoastAlaska’s Ed Schoenfeld, 
Alaska Public Media’s Lori Townsend and Jennifer 
Pemberton and Annie Feidt from Alaska’s Energy 
Desk. APM TV Studio
 
3 – 3:40 p.m.
Improve your actualities
Techniques for choosing and editing to get the most 
out of your soundbites. With CoastAlaska’s Ed 
Schoenfeld. APM TV Studio   

Story Coaching with Jennifer Pemberton 
Sign up by emailing ed@coastalaska.org. Green Room

Story Coaching with Annie Feidt 
Sign up by emailing ed@coastalaska.org. APRN Office
 
3:45 – 4:45 p.m.
Civic curiosity, community, and a sense of place 
Ellen Mayer of Hearken explores what it means to be 
a member or a listener of a local radio station. What if 
it meant having real relationships with the producers 
and reporters who make the news? What if it meant 
participating in the news itself? And what happens to 
your station when you open up your editorial process 
to audience participation? You might find that your 
audience’s civic curiosity is actually a secret weapon. 
APM TV Studio  
 
4:45 – 5 p.m. 
Clean Up, Clear Out. APM TV Studio

7:30 p.m. 
Alaska Press Club pub quiz
Grab a team of up to 6 and win some prizes. Quiz 
starts at 8 p.m. and is hosted by Alaska Commons. A 
21+ event. Brown Bag Sandwich Co. 535 W 3rd Ave.

RADIO TRACK- Alaska Public Media
Thursday, April 20

#akpressclub

Trivia Events!



8 – 8:30 a.m. 
Welcome
Breakfast snacks and hot drinks provided by KRUA 
88.1 FM and The Northern Light. Rasmuson Hall Lobby

8:10 – 9:15 a.m.
Credibility, visibility and connection in small town 
and big town Alaska
Large and small ways to be an ambassador for 
journalism and your news organization — maintaining 
credibility, avoiding insularity, growing reach and 
building community from your newsroom to the line at 
the grocery store. With Julia O’Malley, Atwood Chair 
of Journalism at UAA. UAA Rasmuson 211

Powerful TV stories that capture a wide audience
Our jobs offer fewer barriers than ever to our 
audience, both in sharing our work and seeing the 
response. Matt Pearl, three-time NPPA Solo Video 
Journalist of the Year, showcases recent work and 
discusses how to produce powerful video stories, 
reaching the widest range of people in the process...
even if, like Matt, you’re doing it all as an MMJ. 
UAA Rasmuson 101

9:30 – 10:45 a.m.
Matt Eich: The Invisible Yoke
Eich shares work from The Invisible Yoke, his 
decade-long exploration of the American condition 
through communities that embody microcosms of our 
country’s complicated legacies. UAA Rasmuson 101

Responding to breaking news/quick turnaround 
daily news
Prepare for your next breaking news event. NPR’s 
Kirk Siegler helps you find the story arc, hatch a plan 
and stick to it, even if you’re a one-person shop and 
use social media as a newsgathering and sometimes 
notetaking source. UAA Rasmuson 211

Improve your voicing 
UAA’s Elizabeth Arnold, formerly of NPR, shares 
techniques for sounding better on the radio, podcasts 
and other media. UAA Rasmuson 220

Q&A with Fabi Reyna
Fabi Reyna is just 25 years old, but she is the 
founder and editor-in-chief of She Shreds Magazine, 
the first publication in the world to focus on female 
guitarists and bassists. Student and freelancer 
Zakiya McCummings chats with Reyna about her 
experiences as a young publicist and journalist. 
Young journalists are encouraged to attend and bring 
questions. UAA TV Studio

11 a.m. – 12:15 p.m.
The art of the second-day story
When serious news breaks, how to quickly pitch, 
plan and build ongoing coverage that anticipates 
reader questions and offers important context. The 
Washington Post editor Ann Gerhart will share 
lessons learned driving coverage of several manmade 
and natural disasters over the past year, as well as 
best practices on live blogs, updating for the 24-hour 
news cycle and balancing the demands of being first 
and fast with accuracy and judgment. 
UAA Rasmuson 211

Story coaching for radio reporters 
Join a small group to review stories or talk about 
topics and ideas, with Alaska Public Media’s Lori 
Townsend, Annie Feidt with Alaska’s Energy Desk and 
CoastAlaska’s Ed Schoenfeld. UAA Rasmuson 112

Getting the most out of Adobe Audition
Tricks, features and hints for using this popular audio-
editing program. With Dave Waldron of Alaska Public 
Media. UAA Rasmuson 220

Hearken meet-up
Open discussion with Hearken’s Ellen Mayer following 
up on Radio Day session on audience engagement. 
UAA Journalism Classroom

Smart, effective and ethical audience interaction
Looking for smart ways to use social media to find 
and verify user generated content and promote your 
stories? Join presenters from the West Region of 
The Associated Press for best practices to apply your 
journalistic ethics in the world of social media. 
UAA TV Studio

12:15 –  1:15 p.m. 
Online News Association - Alaska meetup lunch
What do Facebook, Google and the Washington 
Post talk about when they get together for beers? 
That’s the Online News Association. A collection of 
the world’s best digital newsrooms and technology 
companies. This year ONA is teaming up with the 
Alaska Press Club to bring 360° and augmented 
reality journalism experts to the conference. In this 
free luncheon and ONA meetup get hands-on with 
the tools and hardware used to create 360° projects. 
Featuring McClatchy’s Sandbox Team. UAA TV Studio

12:15 –  1:25 p.m. 
Student lunch with Lam Thuy Vo 
BuzzFeed News Open Lab Fellow, Lam Thuy Vo 
shares some of her recent work with students over 
lunch. Grab some lunch in the Lobby at 12:15 and 
then head into room 101 at 12:30. UAA Rasmuson 101

ALL MEDIA TRACK - University of Alaska Anchorage
Friday, April 21



1:30 – 2:45 p.m. 
Jenna Johnson Q&A
Questions and answers on covering President Donald 
Trump, with Alaska Public Media’s Washington 
correspondent Liz Ruskin as moderator. 
UAA Rasmuson Hall 110

Camera-ready boot camp
TV, radio or broadcast? The lines are blurring. If 
you’re a traditional print or radio reporter, chances 
are, you will still be asked to appear on camera to 
deliver a Facebook Live report, talk about your story 
on TV or moderate a debate. Do’s and Don’ts with 
newspaper reporter-turned-television reporter Kyle 
Hopkins of KTUU. UAA Rasmuson Hall 117

Covering Alaska Native issues and communities
A discussion, moderated by Edgar Blatchford of UAA, 
on things every journalist should know when it comes 
to covering stories in our state. What to look out for 
and protocol. UAA Rasmuson Hall 111

3 – 4:15 p.m.
Unraveling the enigma of Russia today
Moscow is in the news, amid signs of unusual 
flirtations between the Trump Administration 
and Vladimir Putin’s Russia. Putin has curtailed 
democratic freedoms but remains popular. 
Understanding the chaos of Russia in the years 
immediately after the fall of Communism and what 
happened after that helps explain Putin’s success. 
With UAF Snedden Chair Adam Tanner. 
UAA Rasmuson Hall 101

Making news stories ‘pop’ 
NPR’s Kirk Siegler discusses how to take seemingly 
routine local issues and daily news stories and turn 
them into compelling radio and web-only pieces. We’ll 
focus on story structure, interviewing and sound-
gathering techniques. UAA Rasmuson Hall 110

Best practices for using content that isn’t yours
Where to find photos and other material for your 
posts and how to get permission to use them. Also, 
captions, credits, fair use and using audience photos. 
With KTOO News Director Jeremy Hsieh and KTUU 
Managing Editor Kyle Hopkins. UAA Rasmuson Hall 111

Student showcase
Come hear from journalism students about their work. 
Hosted by Alaska Press Club Student Representative, 
Quinn White. UAA Rasmuson Hall 117

4:30 p.m. - 6 p.m. 
Breakout sessions
Have an idea for a breakout conversation? See 
the Breakout Board in the Rasmuson Hall Lobby to 
reserve space. Rasmuson 111, 112 & 117

6 p.m. – 8  p.m.
Wait a Minute?! Truth & trust in journalism and 
civil discourse
Hosted by Alaska Public Media’s Lori Townsend with 
BuzzFeed’s Lam Thuy Vo, Fairbanks Daily News-
Miner’s Tom Hewitt, Alaska Native Media Group’s 
Nellie Moore and KTUU’s Tracy Sabo. We’ll discuss 
fake news, what good reporters do to maintain 
integrity, skills for interpreting  information and more. 
Appetizers provided by Anchorage League of Women 
Voters. 49th State Brewing Co. 717 W 3rd Ave.

8 p.m. – Midnight
The Crude afterparty
Come hang with fellow journalists over drinks and 
live entertainment. With DJ Gre and performances by 
local hip-hop collective Tubby and Friends. 
Brown Bag Sandwich Co.  535 W 3rd Ave.

Saturday, April 22

9 a.m.
Welcome
Breakfast snacks and hot drinks provided by Alaska 
Press Club. UAA Rasmuson Hall Lobby

9:15  – 10:15 a.m.
Alaska Press Club board meeting
Annual meeting and elections. Interested in 
volunteering or running for the Alaska Press 
Club board? Board applications are available at 
alaskapressclub.com. UAA Rasmuson 117

10:15 – 11:30 a.m.
Matt Pearl Q&A
Matt Pearl, named NPPA Solo Journalist of the Year 
multiple times, will provide an in-depth breakdown 
of his work. From raw footage to logs to script, he 
shares what he’s found to be best practices for TV 
packages. Bring your questions. UAA Rasmuson Hall 101

Stories that matter/engage across political lines
Generating story ideas about the real world impacts 
of government policies and political decisions 
that appeal to, educate and move readers across 
the political spectrum. This will include plenty of 
practical strategies, from improving reporter-editor 
collaboration to building audience engagement 
online through callouts and smart collection of user-
generated content. With The Washington Post’s Ann 
Gerhart. UAA Rasmuson Hall 110

Standing Rock coverage 
Daysha Eaton, Antonia Gonzales and Brian Adams 
share work and talk about covering Standing Rock. 
Moderated by Lori Townsend. UAA Rasmuson Hall 117

Friday,  April 21 #akpressclub



Saturday, April 22 #akpressclub

11:30 – 12:45 p.m.
“Beyond Standing Rock” screening and lunch
Breathtaking aerial cinematography and insightful 
interviews take viewers on a journey across three 
modern stories of tribal sovereignty in America. Inside 
Energy, in collaboration with Rocky Mountain PBS 
and Fast Forward Films, presents “Beyond Standing 
Rock,” an hourlong documentary that shines a 
spotlight on the Dakota Access pipeline protest and 
its roots in a 170-year-long conflict between tribes 
and the U.S. government over independence, land 
ownership and control of resources. 
UAA Rasmuson Hall 101 (Suggested $5 lunch donation.)

Wait a minute?! Trivia time - lunch edition
Grab a team of four and head over to the Den in the 
Student Union Building to join Alaska Teen Media 
Institute, Anchorage Youth Vote and Lam Thuy Vo of 
BuzzFeed News for a little friendly competition. Fake 
news is out there! Can you spot it? If you don’t have 
a team yet, come by and we’ll help you find one! 
Sponsored by Spirit of Youth. UAA Student Union Den

1 – 2 p.m.
KEYNOTE
Washington Post political reporter Jenna Johnson 
For more than a year, Jenna Johnson followed Donald 
Trump to more than 170 campaign rallies in 35 states, 
interviewing hundreds of his supporters and trying to 
understand the political movement that unexpectedly 
swept him into the White House. One key to 
understanding Trump was understanding his rally 
audiences – and now that he’s in the White House 
it continues to be important for reporters to seek out 
and document what Americans are thinking. 
UAA Rasmuson Hall 101

2:15 – 3:30 p.m.
Matt Eich: Unexpected trajectories
Eich shares photographs from his new body of work, 
which focuses on his family during a time of domestic 
uncertainty. He will discuss how projects evolve, and 
often lead the photographer to unexpected places. 
UAA Rasmuson Hall 117

There’s no such thing as an audience
Categorizing people into groups is natural, but it 
washes over nuance and diminishes the power 
of treating people as dynamic individuals. In this 
session, Hearken’s Ellen Mayer will debunk the myth 
of “the audience” and explore how journalism can 
radically change with a few simple, but profound 
perspective shifts. We’ll discuss how the Hearken 
model engages individuals and how to combat the 
tendency to treat groups as less than the sum of their 
parts. UAA Rasmuson Hall 110

Radio and audio for print and web journalists
Collecting and selecting audio, writing for broadcast 
and other basic techniques for non-radio journalists 
wanting to produce audio reports. With Elizabeth 
Harball and Annie Feidt from Alaska’s Energy Desk, 
CoastAlaska’s Ed Schoenfeld and freelance writer 
Jenna Schnuer. UAA Rasmuson Hall 111

Matt Pearl critique
Matt Pearl critique is full. 
UAA Rasmuson Hall 112

3:45 – 5 p.m.
Fabi Reyna: Maximizing a small audience
Fabi Reyna’s She Shreds Magazine grew from a 
small Portland-based zine into a media company with 
a print circulation of 40,000 in 28 countries and over 
100,000 monthly website visitors. Reyna shares some 
tips and tricks to maximizing your audience when your 
audience is a smaller market. UAA Rasmuson Hall 101

Survival skills for reporting on courts
How to frame a basic criminal trial story, how to 
access lawyers and court documents, how to interpret 
court dockets, what is and is not accessible, finding 
stories in court files and electronic filings. With Casey 
Grove of Alaska Public Media. UAA Rasmuson Hall 110

Breakout sessions
Have an idea for a breakout conversation? See 
the Breakout Board in the Rasmuson Hall Lobby to 
reserve space. UAA Rasmuson 111, 112 & 117

6 p.m. 
Cocktail hour with Thompson & Co.
Sponsored by Thompson & Co. Public Relations. 
Williwaw 609 F Street

7 p.m.
Awards celebration
Announcing winners of the Alaska Press Club contest! 
Hosted by Rebecca Palsha and Ariane Aramburo 
followed by dancing with DJ Alex the Lion. Tickets $20 
advance/$25 door. Williwaw 609 F Street



Jenna Johnson is a political reporter at The Washington Post who covers the White House and 
the political movement that President Trump sparked. She spent more than a year writing about 
Trump’s presidential campaign, traveling to 35 states to attend more than 170 political rallies and 
interview hundreds of Trump supporters. Jenna has worked at The Post for nearly 10 years and 
previously covered Maryland politics, higher education, local news and a number of breaking 
news stories, including the Aurora movie theater shooting, the Boston bombings and the trial of 
Jerry Sandusky.

Keynote

Presenters
Lindsay Claiborn is a multimedia journalist with a background in television and online video 
reporting. She is currently a Regional Video Editor for McClatchy, based at the Miami Herald. Her 
past positions include work as a digital/online producer at FOX Sports and as a video reporter/
producer for Reuters Television in Washington, D.C. and Los Angeles. She is also the co-host and 
producer of Beyond the Microscope, a podcast that features the voices of women in STEM. 

Matt Eich is an independent photographer working on long-form photographic essays about the 
American Condition. His projects have been widely exhibited and received numerous grants and 
recognitions, including PDN’s 30 Emerging Photographers to Watch, the Joop Swart Masterclass, 
the F25 Award for Concerned Photography, POYI’s Community Awareness Award and many 
others. His prints and books are held in the permanent collections of the Portland Art Museum, 
the Museum of Fine Arts Houston, the New York Public Library, Chrysler Museum of Art and 
others.

Ann Gerhart, senior editor at-large at The Washington Post, currently directs coverage of long-
form features, special projects and enterprise, both digitally and in print. She has played a leading 
role in The Post’s national political coverage since 2000, both as a writer and editor, and is the 
author of “The Perfect Wife,” a best-selling biography of Laura Bush. She’s also directed the 
Post’s coverage of many natural and manmade disasters, including mass shootings from Fort 
Hood to Orlando and police ambushes in Dallas and Baton Rouge; and the Deepwater Horizon oil 
spill and Hurricane Katrina.

Ben Connors is the Lead for Emerging Video Products at McClatchy. He runs the company’s 
“Sandbox Team” doing R&D for video. On the side, he runs a startup company called the Last 
Graph, a platform for impact journalism, which he started with support from the Knight Founda-
tion. Previously, he helped The Washington Post launch PostTV, co-designed the Webby Award-
winning talk-show The Stream on Al Jazeera English and produced and taught 360° “VR” video 
with SideXSide Studios. 

Many thanks to presenters and moderators: Rachel Waldholz, Zachariah Hughes, Lori Townsend, Robert 
Woolsey, Dave Waldron, Jennifer Pemberton, Andrew Kitchenman, Liz Ruskin, Annie Feidt, Ed Schoenfeld, 
Elizabeth Arnold, Zakiya McCummings, Kyle Hopkins, Edgar Blatchford, Nellie Moore, Jeremy Hsieh, Quinn 
White, Tom Hewitt, Tracy Sabo, Daysha Eaton, Antonia Gonzales, Brian Adams, Elizabeth Harball, Jenna 
Schnuer and Casey Grove. 

Alaska Press Club Conference #akpressclub



Matt Pearl is an 19-time Southeast Regional Emmy-winning and five-time Regional Edward R. 
Murrow Award-winning reporter for WXIA-TV, the NBC affiliate in Atlanta, Ga. He specializes in 
human-interest pieces and speaks regularly at conferences and workshops about multimedia 
journalism. During his career, Matt has served as a correspondent from the 2008 Democratic 
Convention; the 2010 Gulf oil spill; and the 2010, 2014, and 2016 Olympic Games. His stories 
have appeared on CNN, MSNBC, The Weather Channel and most recently NBC Nightly News. In 
2013, 2014 and 2015 he was named the NPPA National Solo Video Journalist of the Year.

BuzzFeed Open Lab Fellow, Lam Thuy Vo tells data-driven stories about economics, social 
issues and web culture through words, graphics and audiovisuals. In her spare time, you can 
find her making data visualizations with social data or producing playful videos. She’s also a 
journalism educator who has taught workshops and semester-long courses around the world. 

A reporter on NPR’s national desk since 2012, Kirk Siegler covers the urban-rural divide in 
America. His beat explores the intersection between urban and rural life, culture and politics. 
Siegler has recently brought listeners and readers to a timber town in Idaho that lost its last 
sawmill just days before the 2016 election, as well as to small, rural towns in Nebraska where 
police are fighting an influx in recreational marijuana coming from nearby Colorado cities.

Ellen Mayer is an Engagement Consultant at the journalism tech startup Hearken. She started 
her career in public radio, first at WNYC’s Studio 360 and then at WBEZ’s Curious City — a local 
newsgathering experiment which incubated a new model for public-powered journalism. Hearken 
grew out of Curious City as a way to take that public-powered model to as many newsrooms 
as possible. One of the starting team members at Hearken in 2015, she works with newsrooms 
around the world, training them on the public-powered model and helping them develop powerful 
engagement strategies.

Fabi Reyna is a Mexican-born, Texas-raised guitarist as well as the founder and editor-in-chief of 
She Shreds Magazine—the world’s first and only print publication dedicated to women guitarists 
and bassists. At 25 years old, Reyna has built what was a small Portland-based zine into a media 
company with a print circulation of over 40,000, distributed in 28 countries. Outlets such as 
Mic.com, Bitch Media, Fender, New York Magazine and Stereogum have praised the editor for 
her passionate work to create an inclusive community within the guitar industry that transcends 
the boundaries of gender and genre—supporting radicalism, respect and revolution.

Julia O’Malley is the 2016-17 Atwood Chair in Journalism at the University of Alaska Anchorage. 
Before becoming a freelancer, O’Malley wrote a popular column about Alaska life and politics for 
the Anchorage Daily News from 2009 to 2014. Prior to that, she wrote about court cases, military 
culture and Anchorage’s immigrant and ethnic communities. Her work has appeared in The 
Washington Post, Al Jazeera America, The Oregonian and PBS.org, among others. 

Adam Tanner is the 2016-17 C.W. Snedden Chair in Journalism at the University of Alaska 
Fairbanks.  He spent much of his career as a foreign correspondent for Reuters news agency, 
and lived for five years in Russia during the 1990s, where he interviewed Mikhail Gorbachev, 
Boris Yeltsin and covered the rise of Vladimir Putin. His latest book is “Our Bodies, Our Data: How 
Companies Make Billions Selling Our Medical Records.”


